We report calculations of the electric-field gradients ͑EFGs͒ in pure and doped CeMIn 5 ͑M = Co, Rh, and Ir͒ compounds and compare with experiment. The degree to which the Ce 4f electron is localized is treated within various models: the local-density approximation, generalized gradient approximation ͑GGA͒, GGA+ U, and 4f-core approaches. We find that there is a correlation between the observed EFG and whether the 4f electron participates in the band formation or not. We also find that the EFG evolves linearly with Sn doping in CeRhIn 5 , suggesting the electronic structure is modified by doping. In contrast, the observed EFG in CeCoIn 5 doped with Cd changes little with doping. These results indicate that nuclear quadrupolar resonance is a sensitive probe of electronic structure.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nuclear magnetic resonance ͑NMR͒ and nuclear quadrupolar resonance ͑NQR͒ provide detailed information about the local spin environment in condensed-matter systems. 1 These techniques are particularly important in the study of f-electron systems and have shed light on diverse aspects of these materials, ranging from the symmetry of the superconducting state of unconventional superconductors to the suitability of different materials for nuclear waste storage. 2, 3 For certain nuclei, the interaction between the nuclei quadrupolar moment and the local electric-field gradient ͑EFG͒ can provide detailed information about the local charge environment. This information can be particularly important in the study of f-electron systems, where the f electrons exhibit a delicate balance between localized and delocalized behaviors. In principle, the EFGs at the nuclear sites in the material can reflect the degree of hybridization of the f electrons. By measuring the quadrupolar interaction at these sites, one, therefore, can shed light on the electronic structure.
In this paper, we show that the EFG at the ligand sites in heavy-fermion systems offers a new window on the electronic structure of these f-electron systems. We focus on the case of the CeMIn 5 family ͑with M = Co, Rh, or Ir, i.e., the Ce-115 compounds͒. The Ce-115's have received considerable interest in recent years as a model system for heavyfermion behavior. This class of Ce compounds displays an exceptional richness in low-temperature electronic phenomena, including heavy-fermion behavior and antiferromagnetic fluctuations together with unconventional superconductivity. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The emerging electronic order parameter depends sensitively on the applied pressure and the magnetic field; these features, combined with the availability of high-quality single crystals, make them ideal candidates for fundamental studies of the interplay of magnetism and superconductivity. At ambient pressure CeCoIn 5 and CeIrIn 5 are heavy-fermion superconductors 10, 11 whereas CeRhIn 5 is an antiferromagnet with an incommensurate helical spin structure. 11, 12 By applying pressure-either hydrostatic or chemical ͑alloying͒-one can tune between antiferromagnetism and superconductivity. [13] [14] [15] Recently, systematic chemical substitutions in the Ce-115 lattice has provided new information on the interplay of superconductivity and antiferromagnetism. [16] [17] [18] A recent study on Cd-doped CeCoIn 5 revealed that in the superconducting phase, there is a quantum critical end point of an antiferromagnetic transition hidden. 16 The sensitivity of these systems to electron or hole doping ͑by alloying with Cd or Sn͒ suggests that obtaining information about the role of f electrons in these compounds, in conjunction with chemical substitutions, is a crucial step in understanding their properties. 19 Theoretical descriptions of f-electron materials are notoriously difficult due to strong electron-electron correlations in the open f-subshells. Standard approximations based on the homogeneous electron-gas approximation, such as the local-density approximation ͑LDA͒ or the generalized gradient approximation ͑GGA͒, place the partially occupied f band in the vicinity of the Fermi level-describing them as itinerant. By artificially switching off the hybridization of f states with other valence electrons, an opposite limit can be reached, treating the f electrons as localized atomiclike states. By methods such as the LDA+ U, 20, 21 one can tune the system between these two extreme limits through the value of the Coulomb U.
In this work we investigate the Ce-115 systems by means of NQR experiments and first-principles calculations. The EFG, determining the quadrupolar resonance frequency Q , is a sensitive probe of the local electronic structure. We compare measured and computed Q frequencies to investigate the f-electron behavior in these materials. We also perform detailed studies of the trends in evolution of the EFG as a function of doping and pressure compared to simulations within different models for the f electrons, which reveals important information about the f-electron behavior in these systems.
II. EXPERIMENT METHODS
For nuclei with spin I Ͼ 1 2 , the quadrupolar moment, Q, couples to the local charge distribution via the electricquadrupole interaction, with Hamiltonian
where e is the electron charge, Q is the quadrupolar moment, In ͑95.8% abundance͒ has nuclear spin I =9/ 2 and quadrupolar moment Q = 0.81 barn. Typically the quadrupolar interaction dominates the NMR spectra and also contributes a significant nuclear Schottky contribution to the specific heat in zero field. 22 Clearly, a detailed understanding of the EFG is crucial for analyzing both NMR and lowtemperature calorimetry results.
The Ce-115's crystallize in the tetragonal HoCoGa 5 structure in which there are two inequivalent In sites ͑Fig. 1͒. The In͑1͒ lies in the center of the basal plane close to four Ce atoms. The high symmetry of this position leads to a vanishing asymmetry parameter and an EFG vector q = ĉ. The In͑2͒ has a fourfold multiplicity and has a lower symmetry with nonzero , with q = â , b ͑pointing perpendicular to the face of the unit cell͒. Because of the lower symmetry, one can assume a larger nonspherical part of the density and potential, i.e., a larger EFG at this position. On the other hand, due to the larger distance from the Ce atoms compared with the In͑1͒-Ce distance and the fact that only two Ce atoms are nearest neighbors, we expect that the EFG at In͑2͒ will be less sensitive to the details of the electronic density around the Ce atom position.
III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
We performed first-principles calculations based on the density-functional theory. A state-of-the-art implementation of the full-potential localized augmented planes waves ͑FPLAPW͒-WIEN2K package 23 -was applied, which includes spin-orbit ͑SO͒ interaction. 24 It incorporates also the calculation of the EFGs ͑Ref. 25͒ using methods described in Refs. 26 and 27.
Our calculations were performed for the Ce-115 materials in the nonmagnetic state, which is an approximation for CeRhIn 5 that has a magnetic transition temperature of T N = 3.8 K. 13 CeCoIn 5 and CeIrIn 5 are nonmagnetic superconductors at low temperatures and ambient pressures. 10, 28 We adopted the experimental lattice parameters; the radii of the atomic spheres were 2.5, 2.5, and 2.3 a.u. for Ce, M, and In atoms, respectively ͑Bohr radius, 1 a.u. =0.52917 Å͒. The computational parameter determining the basis size, RK max = 7.5, turned out to be sufficient to determine the EFG on In atoms with an accuracy better than 0.5%. The same holds for the Brillouin-zone ͑BZ͒ sampling, which we performed with 2000 k points. In our calculations the spin-orbit interaction was normally included while test calculations were performed without SO interaction. We did not add relativistic local orbitals to the scalar-relativistic FPLAPW basis, as this can perturb the EFG value. For exchange and correlation effects we used both the LDA ͑Ref. 29͒ and GGA ͑Ref. 30͒. We, furthermore, performed relativistic GGA+ U calculations 20, 21 in which an additional on-site Coulomb interaction for the f-states manifold is introduced. We assumed here that both the Hubbard U and exchange J parameters do not depend on the m-quantum number of the f states. Consequently, only the effective U value, U eff = U − J, enters the calculations.
We have also calculated the doping and pressure dependences of the EFGs. For the doping dependence, it is important to realize that the virtual crystal approximation ͑VCA͒-although it appears as the most suitable tool due to closeness of In with Cd or Sn atoms ͑denoted as X in the following text͒-cannot be applied. The reason is that within the VCA, we work with an effective ͑averaged͒ Z ͑atomic number͒ at the sublattice where the substitution takes place. This radically influences the electronic density closely around the In 1−x X x sublattices, resulting in nonphysical EFGs. It is important to note that with Cd or Sn doping, the In EFGs are experimentally probed on other In atoms than the substituted ones. Consequently, it is vital to keep the core charge of the In atom at these sublattices. Another, straightforward approach, which we pursued here, is to perform supercell calculations. The real doping 16 is at the level of a few atomic percent, which means that rather large supercells are required. Again another approach, which we applied, is based on the observation that the doping results ͑partially͒ in adding itinerant electrons or holes to the system. The idea is then to calculate the EFG for a charged unit cell, i.e., a unit cell with the same atomic cores as a pure compound yet with an added or subtracted small amount of valence electrons.
IV. RESULTS
Prior to our studies of Ce-115 systems, we investigated the 115 In NQR frequency for the parent material CeIn 3 of the Ce-115's. Under the assumption of localized Ce f electrons, we obtained an NQR frequency of 9.93 MHz, which is rather close to the experimentally observed value of 9.6 MHz. 31 If we adopt the itinerant description of the Ce f electron, we obtain a somewhat higher value of 10.21 MHz. Our observation that better agreement is achieved for the f-localized approach is consistent with experimental results, which reveal localized behavior of the 4f electrons in this system at equilibrium conditions. 32 Furthermore, this agreement provides confidence that our computational approach is applicable to the Ce-115 compounds studied here.
A. Nuclear quadrupolar resonance of pure Ce-115 compounds
The measured 115 In quadrupolar resonance frequencies in the three pure compounds are summarized in Table I . These values were determined by fitting the NQR resonances ͑mea-sured at 4 K͒ to the Hamiltonian in Eq. ͑1͒. To facilitate comparison, we have converted the computed EFGs to quadrupolar frequencies. In the calculations, we have tested the influence of the SO interaction and the choice of the exchange-correlation functional ͑LDA vs GGA͒. To investigate the nature of the Ce f electrons, we adopted two extreme situations assuming that the f electrons are either ͑a͒ fully localized or ͑b͒ itinerant. The localized approach is based on the open-core method treating one Ce f electron as a localized core state and excluding the f subspace for valence states from the Ce atomic sphere. The itinerant LDA or GGA description treats f states as all other valence states. Apart from these, we performed also GGA+ U calculations for these compounds for three different effective U values, U =1, 3, and 6 eV. A U value of 6 eV is typical for a Ce compound with a high degree of f electron localization ͑see, e.g., Ref.
35͒.
The calculated EFGs show only a weak dependence on the selected exchange-correlation potential of the order of 2%-4%, always giving systematically a smaller value within the GGA. The effect of the SO interaction on the EFG is even weaker. On the In͑1͒ position the SO interaction reduces the EFG by approximately 1% and on In͑2͒ the change is below the level of numerical accuracy of the EFG calculation ͑defined by basis size and BZ sampling as discussed Important for our physical discussion is that the difference of z that was predicted for f itinerant and localized models ͓about 10% and more on In͑1͔͒ is well beyond all factors influenced by the accuracy of the EFG determination. Particularly, CeIrIn 5 is very sensitive to the selected model for the Ce f states, giving a 23% reduction of z within the localized Ce f model when compared to the itinerant f model. On In͑2͒, this difference is 2%-4%-nearly by an order of magnitude smaller than on the In͑1͒ atom, i.e., it is really the In͑1͒ ligand atom, which is surrounded by four Ce as well as being the closer ͑ligand͒ In atom, which is a sensitive probe of the Ce f character. The asymmetry parameter of In͑2͒ is to some extent also more sensitive to the choice of the f electron model.
The following observations can be made by comparing calculated and experimental z . For CeRhIn 5 the f electron is known to be localized, a finding which was concluded from neutron scattering and de Haas-van Alphen experiments. 11, 15, [36] [37] [38] The f-localized description works very well for the NQR frequencies and asymmetry parameter of CeRhIn 5 . Neither GGA or GGA+ U gets close to the experimental values. For CeCoIn 5 the situation is more complex. The f itinerant model does not provide a good description. For the In͑1͒ both the GGA+ U ͑U =3 eV͒ and open core ͑localized f states͒ compare well to the experiment. The U = 3 eV calculation is relatively close to the itinerant description of the f states. This observation is consistent with other experimental observations in CeCoIn 5 , which suggest that not only is this material close to a quantum critical point, 39 but, with temperature, the f electrons exhibit a two-fluid behavior with properties of both localized and itinerant characters. 40, 41 A complex situation is also found for CeIrIn 5 . The f itinerant description appears to overestimate the z ͓In͑1͔͒ while the localized description underestimates it. GGA+ U goes in the right direction, a U value between 3 and 6 eV gives agreement with experiment for the In͑1͒ position. On the In͑2͒ position, the f localized model would give better agreement with the experimental data but we note that there is no f electron description that explains the asymmetry parameter . Thus, our calculations indicate less localized f states in CeIrIn 5 than in CeRhIn 5 but it is more difficult to compare the degree of f electron localization in CeIrIn 5 with that in CeCoIn 5 from our results. An earlier NQR investigation of CeIrIn 5 indicated that the f electrons in this material are more itinerant than, e.g., the heavy-fermion system CeCu 2 Si 2 . 4 We also note that differences observed in NQR experiments 42, 43 on CeCoIn 5 and CeIrIn 5 under pressure were interpreted as an indication for more itinerant f electrons in CeIrIn 5 than in CeCoIn 5 . At equilibrium conditions, on the other hand, the lattice parameter of CeCoIn 5 is smaller than that of CeIrIn 5 , which would indicate more hybridization between f and conduction electrons in CeCoIn 5 .
B. Doped Ce-115's
We have measured the quadrupolar spectra in several doped samples in order to investigate the changes in the electronic structure with doping. Figure 2 ͑top͒ shows the experimentally determined phase diagrams of CeCo͑In 1−x Cd x ͒ 5 and CeRh͑In 1−x Sn x ͒ 5 as a function of Cd and Sn dopings x, respectively. 16, 17 At the experiment's temperature of 4-5 K, Sn-substituted CeRhIn 5 is nonmagnetic while Cd-substituted CeCoIn 5 becomes antiferromagnetic for Cd concentrations above 2%. Figure 2 ͑bottom͒ shows the experimental NQR spectra of CeRh͑In 1−x Sn x ͒ 5 and CeCo͑In 1−x Cd x ͒ 5 as a function of doping, and Fig. 3 shows the doping dependence of the resonance frequencies. A priori, we expect Sn ͑Cd͒ doping to be equivalent to electron ͑hole͒ doping since Sn ͑Cd͒ lies to the right ͑left, respectively͒ of In in the Periodic Table. The change in the electron count in principle can affect the Fermi surface ͑FS͒, and hence, the EFG at the In sites. One can understand the doping dependence qualitatively by realizing that a significant portion of the EFG at the In͑1͒ site must arise from the 5p electrons of the In. If the 5p shell were fully occupied then the EFG should vanish. 44 On the other hand, if the states at the Fermi level have some 5p character, there ought to be an on-site contribution to the EFG. As the doping level changes, the character of the states at the Fermi level can change, which in turn can be reflected in the EFGs. Clearly, hole and electron dopings have opposite effects on the EFG, and upon doping a second peak appears in the spectra ͑the B line͒. This second line is related to In sites proximate to the dopants, 19 as we shall show later on. The relaxation rates, T 1 −1 , measured at the A and B lines diverge at the bulk Néel temperature, and we conclude that the B line is an intrinsic feature of the doped Ce-115 compounds. 45 The Néel temperature of the C line in Cd-doped CeCoIn 5 , 16 on the other hand, does not coincide with that of the bulk and may be associated with an impurity phase. We therefore focus only on the EFG at the A and B lines.
We have modeled theoretically the effect of doping. As anticipated, the VCA is unsuitable for the electron or hole doped systems. The reason is that the quadrupolar frequency sensitively depends on the particular atomic nucleus and, within VCA, one works with effective atoms with noninteger core charge. The VCA can, however, be modified to solve this insufficiency. We have, in particular, employed two methods to study the alloying.
Modified VCA calculations
The first method is a modification of VCA and permits us to retain the small tetragonal unit cell. The extra ͑or missing͒ charge is assumed to be itinerant and only the number of valence states is changed while the core charge is kept. Using this method we can reproduce the experimental trend of the decrease in the main line ͑A͒ frequency in CeRh͑In 1−x Sn x ͒ 5 . The results of these LDA calculations are summarized and compared to experiment in Table II . Since the shift in Q is approximately linear with concentration x, we list the slopes, Table II . Once again, these results indicate that with the f-core model for CeRh͑In 1−x Sn x ͒ 5 , we can reproduce the trend in agreement with experiment whereas the f-itinerant approach fails. The situation for CeCo͑In 1−x Cd x ͒ 5 is more complex, as neither the f-core nor the f-itinerant model provides a satisfactory explanation; the trend is better captured by the f-core model. We note that the assumption of extra or missing charge is somewhat simplified in that not all added or removed electrons are free and some of them are expected to stay close to the dopant atom. This is reflected in the predicted trend for both CeCoIn 5 and CeRhIn 5 , which is somewhat too steep, indicating that only a part of the added or removed electrons are free.
Doping was found to have a pronounced influence on the low-temperature properties of Ce-115 materials. In particular, the effect of Cd substitution in CeCoIn 5 received attention recently, because it was observed that through Cd doping, CeCoIn 5 could be tuned from a superconducting state to an antiferromagnetic state, 16, 19, 46 which demonstrated the proximity of nonmagnetic CeCoIn 5 to magnetic ordering. The origin of the ground-state change and how it emerges locally in the doped lattice are not yet well understood; it was suggested that antiferromagnetism develops locally in the vicinity of the Cd dopants. 19 Also, a relation to an evolvement of the Fermi surface through hole doping was proposed. 19 Our electronic structure calculations for Cddoped CeCoIn 5 can shed light on this issue. We have computed the FS of CeCo͑In 1−x Cd x ͒ 5 for several doping concentrations, adopting the modified VCA approach. At low temperatures ͑Ͻ500 mK͒, de Haas-van Alphen experiments 36, 47 indicate a substantial degree of f-electron delocalization in CeCoIn 5 . Therefore we consider here the influence of Cd doping, assuming the f-itinerant approach. Also, the LDA or GGA 4f-core band structure ͑see, e.g., Ref.
37͒ does not display a significant variation in the energy bands in the vicinity of the Fermi level, which implies that for the f-core model, the doping induced changes in the FS are very small. The situation is different for the f-itinerant model where there exist several flat f-related bands close to the Fermi level. 37 In Fig. 4 we show the computed Fermi surfaces of CeCo͑In 1−x Cd x ͒ 5 for two different doping concentrations, x = 01 and 0.3. These doping concentrations are relatively large, but they serve to illustrate clearly the trend in the FS evolvement. The FSs shown in Fig. 4 can directly be compared to the published results 38 obtained with the f-delocalized approach for CeCoIn 5 and the f-localized approach for CeRhIn 5 ͑not shown here͒. The FS sheets computed for CeCo͑In 1−x Cd x ͒ 5 with x = 0.1 are comparable to those of pure CeCoIn 5 except for some changes. The FS sheet shown in the top-left panel, which consists of a ⌫ and an X point centered hole pocket, has expanded, as compared to the pure CeCoIn 5 , due to the Cd-hole doping. The FS sheet in the middle-left panel, which is electronlike, is quite similar to the corresponding sheet of pure CeCoIn 5 to the hole doping, the connected network has broken up and only an isolated pocket at the R point remains. This trend of the FS modifications with doping continues when going to higher doping concentrations. The disconnected hole pockets expand further and form a three dimensional network ͑top-right panel͒. The complex electron FS in the middle panel shrinks further and only a single cylindrical sheet along the A-M axis remains. A similar change happens for the bottomright FS sheet, which, in addition, becomes narrower. Altogether, the obtained Fermi surface has now become much more two dimensional than the original FS of the pure material. Importantly, we note that the shape of the FS is now very similar to the 4f-core FS computed for CeRhIn 5 ͑cf. Ref. 38͒. Consequently, substitution of Cd in CeCoIn 5 leads to typical modifications of the FS, which starts to resemble the FS computed for CeRhIn 5 with the f localized approach. The latter material exhibits antiferromagnetic ordering 13 below T N Ϸ 3.8 K, which is also observed for Cd-doped CeCoIn 5 ͑below T N Ϸ 2-3 K͒. 16 This strongly suggests that, in the case where superconductivity and antiferromagnetism are competing order parameters on the FS, the disappearance of superconductivity and the concomitant occurrence of antiferromagnetic order with Cd doping are related to specific modifications of the Fermi surface, which lead to a FS topology that is more favorable for magnetic ordering than for superconductivity.
The doping concentrations of x = 0.1 and x = 0.3 are quite large values compared to experimental doping concentrations of a few percent. As mentioned above, the larger doping values illustrate more clearly the FS trend with doping. Also, as already mentioned, the introduced electron or hole charges in the modified VCA do not necessarily correspond to the precise doping concentration, as a part of the introduced charges will be bound to the dopant atom. Moreover, in the lattice, there can locally exist a variation of introduced charges in the vicinity of a dopant atom. One substituted Cd atom per five In atoms would represent a situation with x Ϸ 0.2 locally. Hence, in the vicinity of the dopant atom antiferromagnetism could be favored through the above outlined mechanism, which would be consistent with recent experimental observations. 19 
Supercell calculations
The second approach to study the effect of doping on the NQR frequencies is computationally more demanding but also more accurate. We build 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 supercells, in which one In atom is replaced by a dopant atom. Such supercell contains 40 In atoms, thus, replacing one means 2.5% doping. It is possible to replace an atom on either the In͑1͒ or In͑2͒ position. An important influence of the dopant atoms is that these reduce the symmetry of the system and thereby introduce a nonequivalency between the originally equivalent 8 In͑1͒ atoms or 32 In͑2͒ atoms, respectively. Depending on the relative position of the new equivalent groups of In atoms with respect to the dopant atom the quadrupolar frequency changes, which results in the experimentally observed splitting of the main resonance line. Furthermore, in this approach we can simulate a response corresponding to continuous mixtures of dopant atoms on In͑1͒ and In͑2͒ positions, i.e., ranging from all dopant atoms at the In͑1͒ site to all at the In͑2͒ site.
For CeRh͑In 1−x Sn x ͒ 5 , we have performed only f-core calculations, while for CeCo͑In 1−x Cd x ͒ 5 we considered both the f-core and f-itinerant approaches. Figure 5 shows the computed NQR spectra for 2.5% Sn doping in CeRhIn 5 . For comparison, the measured NQR spectrum of CeRh͑In 1−x Sn x ͒ 5 for 4.4% Sn doping is also shown. A calculation with Sn only on the In͑2͒ position leads to a side peak at a higher NQR frequency than the main line, which does not display a notable frequency change itself. Conversely, the assumption that all Sn doping goes in the In͑1͒ position leads to a shift of the main line A to a lower frequency, as well as to the appearance of side peaks at lower frequencies. If we assume a completely random distribution of Sn, being with equal probabilities on In͑1͒ and In͑2͒ positions, the correspondence with the experimental NQR spectrum is poor ͑see Fig. 5͒ . A good agreement with the measured NQR spectrum of CeRh͑In 1−x Sn x ͒ 5 is obtained when we assume that the majority of Sn atoms goes in the In͑1͒ positions and a smaller fraction goes in the In͑2͒ positions. The experimental CeRh͑In 1−x Sn x ͒ 5 NQR spectrum ͑see also Fig. 3͒ shows a shift of the main line to lower frequencies, a small shoulder on the high-frequency side of the main peak, and a broader side peak on the low-frequency side. These features are all present in the theoretical spectrum, assuming that the Sn atom goes for 60%-75% on an In͑1͒ position and for 40%-25%, respectively, on an In͑2͒ position. A recent extended x-ray absorption fine structure ͑EXAFS͒ investigation showed that the Sn atoms preferably substitute within the Ce-In plane with an estimated fraction of 60% substituting on an In͑1͒ position. 17 This is in good agreement with the Sn distribution estimated from the calculated NQR spectra.
Our calculated results for 2.5% Cd doping in CeCoIn 5 are shown in Fig. 6 . The NMR frequency shifts computed with the f-core and f-itinerant approaches have some distinct features. The experiment identifies the main line A and two side peaks, B and C ͑see experimental NQR spectrum for 1.5% Cd doping in Fig. 6͒ . As mentioned above, it is likely that the peak C is due to an impurity phase since it shows a different T N , as compared to the A and B peaks. Actually, in the calculations, we never obtain the low-frequency side peak C, neither in the LDA f-core nor in the f-itinerant approachwhich is consistent with the interpretation of peak C as an extrinsic experimental artifact. The other two effects of Cd doping in CeCoIn 5 , the shift of the A line to higher frequencies and the appearance of a high-frequency B line, can be explained with both the f-core and f-itinerant models. The f-itinerant approach, assuming that all Cd occupies an In͑1͒ position, qualitatively predicts the experimental NQR spectrum. The f-core calculation gives a similar trend but with a larger effect on the A line, which would not correspond well to the experimental observation. The spectral shape that matches best the experimental spectrum is in both cases obtained when it is assumed that the majority of the Cd atoms occupies the In͑1͒ position.
C. Pressure dependence
It is straightforward to study computationally the change of the electric-field gradient with pressure. We performed a set of calculations, gradually reducing ͑or increasing͒ the lattice parameters while keeping the c / a ratio constant. These calculations were performed within the standard LDA; for CeRhIn 5 , it was additionally done with the open-core approach. The calculations predict a nearly linear decrease in the EFG with increasing volume. The EFG at In͑1͒ decreases by 0.64%, 0.66%, 0.72%, and 0.63% per 1% volume increase for CeCoIn 5 , CeRhIn 5 ͑itinerant and localized͒, and CeIrIn 5 , respectively. The decrease in EFG with increasing volume can be qualitatively understood as an effect of smoothening the charge distribution ͑i.e., reducing its derivatives͒ with increasing interatomic distance. Experimentally we find that d Q ͓In͑1͔͒ / dP =63͑2͒ kHz/ GPa in CeCo͑In 0.9 Cd 0.1 ͒ 5 and 53͑5͒ kHz/GPa in CeRhIn 5 . The bulk moduli of CeRhIn 5 and CeCoIn 5 are 85.4 and 76.1 GPa, respectively. 48 These values give decreases for the EFGs by 0.59% and 0.67% in CeCoIn 5 and CeRhIn 5 , respectively, for a 1% volume increase. These numbers are very close to the predicted values.
V. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURES
The computed NQR frequencies depend on the approach adopted for the 4f electronic structure. For the discussion of which electronic structure model provides the best description of these materials, it is instructive to consider how the band structure evolves when the degree of f electron localization is gradually increased by increasing U from the f-itinerant approximation to the f-localized approximation.
In Fig. 7 we show the energy bands of CeCoIn 5 , computed with the GGA+ U approach for U =1, 3, and 6 eV, respectively, as well as the energy bands obtained with the f-core approach ͑bottom panel͒. The energy bands for the f-itinerant case ͑GGA͒ are not shown here as a similar LDA band structure has already been shown earlier. 37 The GGA + U bands obtained with U = 1 eV are very close to those of the f-itinerant GGA approach ͑cf. Ref. 37͒. In Fig. 7 the f character of the bands is shown by the red color and fatness of the bands. The bands computed with U = 1 eV display a manifold of f bands straddling the Fermi level and dispersing up to 2 eV above E F . With increasing value of the effective Coulomb U, the 4f manifold of bands starts to split and the upper Hubbard band becomes placed at higher energies; for an effective U of 6 eV, it is located somewhat above 2 eV. The lower 4f band appears just below or close to the Fermi level. An interesting yet unusual feature of this band is its energy position, which practically does not change with increasing the U value. For U = 1 eV, for example, there is a flat 4f band below E F at the R to Z high-symmetry direction, which remains at the same energy position when the U is increased to 3 and 6 eV. In the ⌫-Z-A direction, there is a dispersive f band, which disperses from −1 eV at the ⌫ point to touching the Fermi level between Z and A; also, this f band part practically does not change its energy position with increasing f-localization degree by increasing U. Another f band part can be recognized between the X and ⌫ points, where a very flat f band lies on the Fermi level. This flat bands continues just above E F along the ⌫-M-X highsymmetry direction, again without modification in its selfconsistently computed energy position even though the U is varied by several eV. We note that this pinned behavior of the lower 4f band is very different from what is commonly obtained for Ce compounds with relatively localized f electrons, where a Coulomb U of 6 eV places the 4f level at about 3 eV below the Fermi level ͑see, e.g., Ref. 49͒. The GGA+ U calculations predict consequently a high 4f density of states ͑DOS͒ close to E F due to the pinning of the flat 4f state near the Fermi level. A similar behavior has previously been obtained with LDA+ U calculations for the heavyfermion material YbBiPt. 50 Since the flat 4f band in CeCoIn 5 consists of parts just below and above E F , the 4f DOS at E F exhibits a sharp double peak structure. The f contribution in the bands only disappears when the f-core approach is adopted ͑see bottom panel of Fig. 7͒ . The very flat, occupied 4f band parts along the high-symmetry directions R-Z and X-⌫ are now completely removed, as are also the flat unoccupied band parts near the A point and along the ⌫-M direction. Such changes obviously lead to modifications of the Fermi surface; for example, near the R point and along the ⌫-Z symmetry line.
Energy bands computed with the LDA+ U or GGA+ U method were not yet reported for the Ce-115 compounds. Recently, a LDA+ U dynamical mean-field theory ͑LDA + U-DMFT͒ study of CeIrIn 5 was performed. 51 In the later study a U of 5 eV is used, a value which is close to the U = 6 eV used in the present study. At variance with the present GGA+ U calculations in Ref. 51 , it is written that the LDA+ U calculated lower and upper Hubbard bands are at −2.5 and 3 eV, respectively. Our GGA+ U ͑U =6 eV͒ calculations predict conversely-for both CeCoIn 5 and CeIrIn 5 ͑not shown͒-the lower 4f band to be very narrow and pinned near the Fermi level. In the GGA+ U approach, with U Ϸ 6 eV, CeCoIn 5 would thus be classified as an intermediate-valence material. According to Ref. 51 the dynamical self-energy aspects of DMFT lead to a narrow 4f band at the Fermi level. Our GGA+ U calculations predict a narrow 4f band at E F but split with flat band parts slightly above and below E F , which, moreover, is completely due to the static self-energy ͑see also Ref. 50 for similar behavior in YbBiPt͒. The origin of these differences are not understood and require further investigation.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A major question in Kondo lattice materials such as the Ce-115 compounds is how the crossover from f-localized behavior at high temperature to f-delocalized behavior at low temperatures takes place. A recent two-fluid analysis 40 of transport data of CeCoIn 5 predicts that a crossover from single-ion Kondo behavior, characterized by localized f electrons, to Kondo lattice behavior, characterized by the development of lattice coherence and delocalization of the f electrons, starts to happen below 45 K. At low temperatures ͑Ͻ500 mK͒, de Haas-van Alphen experiments on CeCoIn 5 , in conjunction with ab initio calculations support a large degree of f delocalization. [36] [37] [38] 47 In contrast, in CeRhIn 5 , the f electron is localized even at low temperatures as follows from low-temperature de Haas-van Alphen and neutronscattering experiments. 15, 37, 52, 53 The situation for CeIrIn 5 is more complex. de Haas-van Alphen experiments, as well as angular-resolved photoemission ͑ARPES͒ experiments, indicate a reasonable degree of f-electron delocalization at low temperatures ͑Ͻ500 mK͒ 37, 54 as well as at 10 K. 55 Energy (eV)
͑Color online͒ Energy bands of nonmagnetic CeCoIn 5 , computed using the GGA+ U and f-core approaches. GGA+ U band dispersions are given for U = 1, 3, and 6 eV, respectively. The amount of Ce f character in the bands is highlighted by the fatness of the bands plotted in red color. Note the flat 4f band contributions that persist near the Fermi energy with increasing Coulomb U value.
Our calculated EFGs support clearly the picture of localized f states in CeRhIn 5 . This finding is fully consistent with the physical picture that has been obtained from the recent de Haas-van Alphen investigations. 15, 37 For CeCoIn 5 , the measured NQR frequencies could be reasonably explained by a moderate U Ϸ 3 eV. This is particularly true for the In͑1͒ NQR frequency. The In͑2͒ NQR data seem to agree best for a localized f calculation. The U Ϸ 3 eV electronic structure nevertheless appears to be preferable, first, because the In͑1͒ atom is surrounded by four Ce atoms and, thus, expected to be more sensitive to the f electronic structure. Second, a moderate Coulomb U of about 3 eV provides an electronic structure, which does not deviate very much from the f itinerant one. The latter electronic structure gives unambiguously a better explanation of the de Haas-van Alphen data measured below 500 mK than does the f-localized model. 36 The present NQR measurements have been performed at 4-5 K, which is a low temperature; nevertheless, a moderate change in the f-electron behavior toward localization is already conceivable. Resistivity measurements 56 show a clear change in the temperature-dependent resistivity occurring at about 4-5 K; a further temperature reduction of only 2 K induces the transition to the superconducting state at 2.3 K. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that a small temperature difference of 4 K in this critical region could already have an effect on the electronic structure, which would reconcile the current findings with those from the low-temperature de Haas-van Alphen investigations. For CeIrIn 5 , we observe that a larger U than 3 eV is needed in order to obtain satisfactory agreement with the experimental NQR frequencies. A Coulomb U of 6 eV is getting close to provide good agreement for the In͑1͒ NQR frequency. The current results for the In͑2͒ atom would again advocate f-electron localization in CeIrIn 5 . Also for this material, de Haas-van Alphen experiments indicated a reasonable f-electron delocalization below 500 mK. 36, 54 Recent ARPES experiments 55 indicated the development of a small, itinerant f-electron component along the ⌫-X high-symmetry direction at 10 K. The GGA+ U calculated energy bands for U =3-6 eV do indeed predict a narrow 4f band close E F ͑cf. Fig. 7 for CeCoIn 5 ͒. LDA + U-DMFT calculations 51 predict a gradual f-electron delocalization in CeIrIn 5 below 50 K together with the development of a narrow itinerant f-electron component. Our observations concerning the increased Coulomb U for CeIrIn 5 are consistent with the trend in the CeCoIn 5 and CeIrIn 5 materials, where the latter is believed to be the somewhat more localized 4f material. Further investigations appear to be needed to understand why LDA+ U-DMFT predicts a lower Hubbard 4f band at −2.5 eV.
Our investigations of the NQR of doped Ce-115 materials confirm that the f-core approach provides a good explanation for Sn-doped CeRhIn 5 . The Cd-doped CeCoIn 5 , neither with the f-itinerant nor with the f-localized approach, agree well with the measured NQR spectra. Nevertheless, the calculations performed for doped Ce-115 materials shed light, in addition, on the origin of the various peaks in the measured NQR spectra. The shift of the main NQR line in Sn-doped CeRhIn 5 and the occurrence of side peaks are well explained by the supercell calculations. The frequency shift of the main NQR line and shape of the NQR spectrum of doped CeCoIn 5 are reasonably explained by f-itinerant calculations. For both doped Ce-115 materials, the NQR side peaks arise from the symmetry-breaking effect of the impurity atom, i.e., the side peaks are In͑1͒ that are nearest neighbors to the dopants. Our calculations indicate that for both CeCoIn 5 and CeRhIn 5 , the dopant atom substitutes preferably on the In͑1͒ position, in agreement with experimental observations. 17 Furthermore, our results indicate that Sn/Cd doping in the Ce-115's can be modeled by a corresponding, effective electron/hole doping. The changes in carrier concentration lead to significant changes in the Fermi-surface topology, which are likely connected to the dramatic changes in the ground state appearing in these systems. Whether the change of the Fermi surface is the sole origin of the ground-state changes or not remains an open question.
To conclude, we have investigated theoretically and experimentally the NQR frequencies of pure, as well as doped, Ce-115 compounds. A particular aim of our study is to establish, as well as develop, the NQR technique as a probe of the electronic structure. Indeed our results confirm that, in combination with DFT-based calculations, NQR offers a new window of the f electronic structure.
